
Here are some ideas for supporting the early language and  literacy of young children during lockdown (ages 3 to 8 years). 

1. Make board books for little ones

Pretending to read books or reading with an adult is the 
best way to start learning that books are interesting and 
fun. Resources: Cardboard, packaging tape or cable ties, 
crayons or felt tip pens, scissors, glue, old magazines, 
leaflets, calendars, family photos.

Instructions:
• Choose a clear, simple picture of one thing for each 

page.
• Choose big pictures with bright colours.
• Books can include pictures of different things or you 

can choose a theme e.g. faces, animals, flowers, cars, 
things your baby likes, families, food..

Why is this important?  Children that have been read 
to are better prepared to start school. It is one of the 
most powerful learning moments. It an important part 
of parenting right through childhood well into primary 
school. Children who share books with adults have a 
bigger vocabulary and are better prepared for school. 

2. Play I spy

I SPY is great for children who are learning their letter 
sounds, and helps children to listen to clues. Remember, 
in order for children to learn to read and write they 
need to know the SOUNDS that letters make and not the 
LETTER NAMES! Use objects from the home and make 
sure they are safe to handle. 

Collect objects at home. It could be toys or objects from 
the kitchen or bathroom. Make sure they are safe to 
handle and put them on a table. Each person gets a turn 
to say for example, “I spy with my little eye something 
that begins with ssss”. The rest of the group must guess 
the object that’s in front of them. It could be soap or salt 
or sock. The person who guesses the object correctly, can 
then have a go! You could play the first round with the 
objects in our picture and then collect objects for your 
own game at home. In isiXhosa we talk of a focus sound. 
For example, the focus sound in ‘ubisi’ (milk) is ‘b’ and in 
‘ipensile’ (pencil) it’s ‘p’. 

This game helps children remember to listen more 
carefully and therefore learn more from what the 
teacher says in class, when she explains an idea or gives 
instructions about work.
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These activities can also be found on our website: https://homeliteracy.datafree.co/  We would love to hear how you used the activities. 
Please share photos or videos on Facebook and Instagram and tag Wordworks or email info@wordworks.org.za.ENGLISH

3. Share positive family, and everyday, 
stories

Hearing stories from past family experiences gives 
children a sense of belonging in their family. They also 
learn about the special language used when telling 
stories from the past. Listening to stories makes it 
easier to tell your own stories one day.

Sometimes children want to tell their story but they 
can’t get the words out fast enough and they get 
frustrated or seem to hesitate and repeat words. This is 
the time to be patient and not to tease or criticize.

 Activity: Sharing stories and making books

• Encourage older family members to tell their 
stories, especially those showing how clever or 
brave they were.

• Together with your child you could make these 
stories into little books about different family 
members. 



We hope you enjoyed these 6 activities. Keep a lookout for more leaflets and activities coming soon!

4. Make a letter book

Make a little book by folding an A4 sheet of paper. 
Choose a focus letter and write the letter in lowercase 
print on the front cover of the little book. 

Now ask your child to name objects that contain that 
focus letter and then to draw pictures of the objects on 
each page. Label each picture and then get your child 
to trace over the focus letter or you could encourage 
your child to write the letter and you can write the rest 
of the word!

Remember in English and Afrikaans the focus letter 
is the beginning sound in a word; like, in English, ‘s’ 
in “sock” and “salt” and in Afrikaans ,t” in “tak” and 
“tamatie”. In isiXhosa the focus sound is, for example 
“b” in “ubisi” ’ and “p” in “ipensile” or ‘m” in “imali”.
This activity teaches children to pay attention to the 
sounds in words. It also teaches them that each sound 
has a certain ‘shape’ or is written a special way. This 
is good activity for children who are in Grade R and 
Grade 1.

6. Talk about print

When we encourage children to notice signs, logos and 
labels, they will become more interested in the print 
around them and will look at pictures or logos and 
try to work out what the print says. They will begin to 
see that print has a purpose and can tell us something 
useful. Often children’s first reading is recognising 
logos and road signs.

Noticing that signs, symbols and writing mean things is 
one of the first steps in reading. Logos are nice to read 
because there are colours and fonts that help children 
recognise these words. They are designed to stand out 
and be noticed. Once children are shown these signs 
they will start spotting them everywhere and will have 
begun reading everywhere too! 

Activity: Look around the house for print on packaging 
that you can point out to your child. Use grocery 
leaflets or shopping advertisements found in 
newspapers and encourage your child to notice the 
logo and pictures and guess what words say. These are 
important steps to becoming a reader.

These activities can also be found on our website: https://homeliteracy.datafree.co/  We would love to hear how you used the activities. 
Please share photos or videos on Facebook and Instagram and tag Wordworks or email info@wordworks.org.za.ENGLISH

5. Make jigsaw puzzles at home

The picture shows a four piece, homemade jigsaw 
puzzle. They can help children to observe carefully, and 
to come up with descriptive words. 

The puzzle is made from a picture stuck onto a piece of 
cardboard and then cut out.

When you are doing puzzles with children, help them 
to notice and describe the pieces of the puzzle. For 
example: “This piece has a straight side and this piece 
has a corner here”; “Can you find the piece with the 
elephant’s trunk?”

Talking this way encourages the children to look 
carefully and gives them the words to describe what they 
are looking for.

Resources: Suitable pictures for making two and four 
piece puzzles. Materials for making a homemade puzzle: 
glue, scissors, cardboard.


